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un the Type of Impeller of a Centrifugal 

Blower， with Special References to the 
Problem Concerning the Number 

of Impeller Blades. 

Recieved April， 12， 1949. lehiro Watanabe* 

49 

Experiments were performed previously by the same author on a centrifugal 

blower _ fitted with impellel"， the number of tlades of which being 4， 8 _ and 16， with 

the results that the larger the number of blades the better the performance 

eharacteristics. 1 t is easi1y expected， however， tha t the further increぉeof the 

nurnber of blades will lower the performances of the blower as the resis'tance of 

impeller channels increases. To ascertain this， experiments were performed with 

different centrifugal blower with impellers fitted with straight radial blades， the 

number of which now selected to be z=2， 4， 8， 16， 20 and 32. The optimum number 

.of blades， in this case， is found to be z=10.-..-12， but these figures are not applied 

generally to all blowers， even if the blower typ回 werethe same. In this report， 

the relations between the slip coefficient of impeller and the number of impeller 

blades are surveyed both theoretically and experimentally to find a new formula 

which holds quite satisfactorily with h:gh speed blower fitted with straight radial 

hlades. 

I. Introduction 

Experiments were. performed previously on a centrifugal blower fitted with 

jmpeller， the number of blades z of which being 4， 8 and 16， to find the optimum 

number of impeller blades， i.e. the number which gives the best performances1). 

According to the results of these experiments， the optimum number of impeller 

blades was found to be z=16. 

It is easily expected， however， that the further increase of the number of blades 

will lower the performances of the blower as the :resistance of impeller channels 

increases， but these points were remained unsol ved. To ascertain this， experiments 

were performed with different centrifugal blower with impellers fitted with straight 

radial blades， the number of which now selected to be z=2， 4， 8， 16， 20 and 32. 

Various experlments were hitherto performed concerning the number of impeller 

* Dr. of Eng.， Frof. of KeiogUuku Unive，rsity. 
1) Ichiro Watanabe:; Rep. of the Inst. of Aeronautics 159 (193η. 
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blades2， 3). Further， theoretical surveys upon this item were pεrformed by 

W. Kucharski4)， E. Sorensen円w.Scutz6
) and A. Busemann7). EspeciaIly as to the 

slip coefficiEnts of impeller with various number of blades were investigated by 

B. Eck8うStodola9) and Pfleiderer10J• T. Baumeister' :staies in his， textl1) that the 

optimum number of impeller bladEs of a centrifugal blower is not constant but 

atfected by the type of the blöwer~ AIso， it is considered to vary by the diameter 

ratio of the impeller， i.e. the diameter ratio of the exit and the inlet diameter， 

should the type of the blower be the same. It is， nec=ssary， therefore， to bring to 

light this problem， treating the item theoretically with aids.of a large number of 

experiments. ln this report， the optimum number of blad臼 isfound to be z=10---

12 for higi:1 speed blower fit句dwith straigbt radial blarles， but these白guresare not 

applied g日lerallyto all blowers even if the blower types were the same. The general 

tendEncy， as T. Baumeister said， is that the optimum number dεcreases as the in-

crease of diameter ratio， i.e. as the increase of blade length. This. tendency seems 

to hold 80 far as the experiments carried by the author， but抗 isnecessary to collεct 

further εxperlmental results to formulate this etfEct. 

ln this rεport， however， the relations between the slip coe缶cientof impeller and 

the number of impeller blades are surveyed both theoretically and experimentally 

to e~tablish a new formula which holds quite satisfactorily with high speed blower 

fitted with straight radial blades， leaving the diameter ratio eff-ec土unsolved.

11. Experimental Installation and Impellers used. 

The centrifugal blower used in the present experiments is fitted with impeller of 

straight radial blades， and is driven by an electric dynamometer of 20 HP. The 

mass flow of air was measured by an orifice fitted in the suction pipe of the blower~ 

and experiments were performed by delivery throttling. Measurements were made 

as to the suction pressure ps， suction temperature ts， delivery pressure Pd， delivery 

temperature td • Further， the pressure釦ldtemperature distributions within the 

impeller and ditfuser were measured by mercury manometers and thermocouples 

respectively， the number of mDasuring points were 4 in the impeller and 3 in the 

2) W. J. KE，arton， Proc. Inst. Mreh. Engineers， 12<1 (Apri1 1933) 481-568. 

3) FechhE:Imer， Trans. A.S.M.E.， 46 (1924) 287-347. 
4) W. Kucharski， S廿omungeiner reibungsfreien Flussigkeit bei Rotation fe坑erKorper 

く1918).

5) E. Sorensen， Z.A.M.M.くApri11927) 89. 

6) 羽T.Schulz， Forschur..gsarbeiton， 307 (1928). 
7) A. Busヲmann，Z.A.M.M. (0σtober 1928) 372. 
8) B. Eck， Venti1atoren (1937) 29-30. 
9) Stodola，. Dampf・undGasturbinen，く1924)1045--1049. 

10) Pfleide-re，r， Die Kreiselpumpen. 

11) T. Baumeister， Fans (1935). 
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diffuser. The hot junction of the thermocouple used is fitted within the hole of a 

small田rewof bakelite， and this 

small screw were set in句 thecasing 

wall， thus preventing the tempera-

ture of casing to disturb the r伺 d・

mgs. 

The impeller shaft of this blower 

is driven by an electric dynamo-

meter through a step-up gear， the 

gear ratio of which being 6. 818. 

The diffuser used is fitted wi th no 

guide vanes. Impellers ha ve， as 

seen in fig. 1， straight radial blades， 

the outside diameter being 240 mm， 

the number of blades z being 

selected as z=2， 4， 8， 16， 20 and 32. 

Fig. 2 shows the positions a t which 

the pr偲 suresand temperatures of 

impeller or diffusser are measured. 

Fig. 2. Positions for measurement of PrE，ssure 
and temperature dis廿ibutionswithin Impeller 
channel and di1fuser. 

12) R. S. Capon， G. V. Brooke; R. & M. 1336. 

く守〉

4= 

Fig. 1. Impellf'r us吋 withStraight 
ra.dial blades. 

111. E玄perimentalresults. 

3. 1 Comparison of overall per-

formances. 

The resnlts of experiments are 

corrected by means of dimensional 

analysis12). The overall adiabatic 

efficiency of the blower is calcula ted 

by the expression 

17o=f A R~Ta ~件γ1_1~o-r7C:':"1 75 1¥ Pa) -LJ 

+示百件げ)]/P 
where P: driving HP of the blower，. 

G: mass flow of air kgjsec， Wd: air 

velocity in the delivery pipe， mjsec，. 

W8: air velocity in the suction pipe 

mjsec， Pd: delivery pressure， Po: 

suction pressure， Ta: suction temp-

erature 0 K. The adiabatic temp-
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erature efficiency 17t is calculated by the expression 
k-l 

17t=(T-Ts)/(Td-Ts)， T=Ts(Pdips)ヲー

The rela tions between pressure ra tio Pd/PS and volume flow of air Vs at the suc-
tion inlet at the irnpeller rotations η=15000 r.p.m.， impeller tip speed u=188.5 mjsec 

are shown in fig. 3. Although the pressure ratios when the number of blades z are 

small， i.e. 2 and 4 show relatively lower values， they attain nearly c~nstant values 
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when z exceeds 8， the pressure ratios increasing as z increases till z=20， but falls 

slightly when z attains 32. Fig. 4 shows the rela tions between the tempera ture ra tio 

TdjTs and volume fl.ow of air V8 when '1ι=188.5 mjsec. The relations between driv-

ing HP and volume flow ‘Vs at the same peripheral speed of the impeller are shown 
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in fig. 5， to find the driving HP increasing as the number of blades. The relations 
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between overall adiabatic efficiencyη。andVs are shown in fig. 6， while that between 

adiabatic temperature efficiency 17t and れ areshown in fig. 7. 
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1n order to realize the above-

men tioned results more completely， 1.20 

pre回 ureratio Pa!Ps is plotted against ま

seen from the figure， pre回urera tios t20 

are maximum in the range of z= 

10，.....，12， while pressure ratios becom-
ing smaller gradually when z exceeds 

the foregoing values. Fjg. 9 shows 

the temperature ratio TalTs which 

represents near1y the ~me tendency 

the number of impeller blades z 

taking れ asparameter， when peri-

pheral velocity of impeller u=188.5 

mjsec， as shown in Fig. 8. As is 
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eiS pressure ratio. The relations 

betweEm the driving HP and z are 

plotted in白g.10， in which P、 re-

mains nearly constant when z exceeds 

z=10. The overall adiabatic effici- ダ

通

; 
encyη。reachesits maximum value 

whEn z attains 10 or so (Fig. 11). 

Fig. 12 is the relations between 

adiabatic temperature efficiency 17t 

and z， which shows the same tendency 

asη0・

Now， it is seen from the above-

mentioned general performance 

characteristics of the blower tha t 

the perforn:ance is optirr:..um at z= 

10---12. The experimen同 carried

on formerly on a centrifugal blower 

with straight radial blades impellεr 

showed the results that the per-

formance is optimum at the range 

of impeller blades of Z of 16 or 

more. In that case， the outside 

diameter D2 and inlet diameter Dl 

of the impeller are D2=206 mm and 

D1 =135 mm， with the result that 

the diameter ratio D21Dl =1.526， 

while in this case， the impeller 

dimensions are D2=240 mm， D1 = 

138 mm and D2/D1=1.740. As 

stated in the introduction of this 

report， the number of blades at 

which the blower shows' optimum 

performance decreases as the blade 

length increases， i.e. the diameter 

ratio D2/ Dl increases. The fac t is 

suggested by T. Baumeister and is 

generally accepted. This fact holds 
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also in our cases. The optimum 

number of blades z=10""，12 in this case， however， does not hokl in the other cases 
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even if the impeller type be the 

same. The factors which gives large 

influEnce to the optimum number 

seems to be the diameter ratio of 

the I"rnpeller， but it is unable to 

clearify this effect in this伺 sefor 

the lack of experimental results. 

3. 2 Slip coefficient of impeller. 

Pressure distributions and temper-

ature distributions at the impeller 

channel and the diffuser were cor-

rected to standard suction pressure 

and temp'erature by dimensional 

relationships of the blower， and from 

these corrected values it is able to 

evaluate the slip coe侃cientof impeller. The formula whi<，h gives the slip coe白cient

of the straight radial blades impeller such as used in these experiments is 
一 7. I / ~、 k-l ¥ 

K竺ι1(切 l-w
S
2)+hRTs{ ( ~4 )--";~---1 ~ g-2g，VV4 vvs/lk-1~"'~ðl\psJ -J 

where U
4

: peripheral velocity at the exit of the impeller，切s:absolute velocity of 

air just before the impeller inlet，切4:' that at the impeller exit， P4: static pressure 
at exit of the impeller channel， Ps: static suction pressure13

)， Ts: suction temperature 

absolutel3'>. 

P4' Ps and Ts are known from experimental data， while ws and w4 are calculable 

by means of the relations ws=GRTs/AsPs，切 /=U/+WH2，切 H=GRT4!A4P4and A4= 

001I I I I I -1 .1 r 1 I I I I I I I I I i I I I 2Jt九b4-zt4， where~P4' 
50ω T4: pressu問 1め and

民 absolutetemperature 

叩yo<<. at the exit of the im-

peller channel respec-

tively， A4: exit area 

of the impeller chan-

nel perpendicular to 

the direction of flow， 

b4: width of blade at 

the impeller exit， the 

radius of which being 

QIS 0:泊 aぉ九，九: thickness! of 

Fig. 13. blade at the impeller 
Relations between slip coefficiant K and zs・ exit，Z: numbers of 

impeller blades. Therefore， it is able to calculate the slip coefficient of impeller K 
from the foregoing expression. 

13) ps a~<<! T~ .~r~ c')nsidered here as the pressures and temperatures juは beforethe 
Impeller inlet. 

14) IIereafter static pressuresぽ drepresented merely as pressures. 
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;;;ilih Fig. 13 sbows tbe rela tions bet-

ween tbe slip coefficient of impeller 

K tbus obtained and tbe volume flow 

of air V8 for tbe case of u=188.5 

mjsec and u=138.2 mjsec. The forms 

of the curves resemble that of the 

pressure. These relations are re喝

plotted against the number of blades 

z for tbe case of u=188.5 mjsec， as 
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Fig. 11:. Relations _ between s1ip coe田cIentK and 

slightly as z increases further. IIumber of blades [n=15000r:p~~:: 1i~-i88.5 ~/s~cJ: 

3.3 Relations between the absolute velocity of air and tbe pre回urein the 

impeller channel. 

In the impeller channel. air parti-

cles are given centrifugal forces， 

thus increasing both the absolute 

velocity and the pressure. To 

investigate the impeller works in 

good condition or not， it is therefore 

necessary to consider the relations 

between the absolute velocity o;f air 

W=v子平面戸15)at arbitrary point 

in the impeller channel and the 

pressure a t the same point， where 

u means the peripheral velocity at 

the point now considered， W r・means

the relative veloc:ty of air at the 

same point. Assuming air.自ows

uniformly in the impeller channel， 

it is able to calculate the relative 

velocity of air Wr at the points 

where pressure and temperature 

distributions were measured. Using 

this ualue of Wr， 'w is enumerated 

from the above expression， and the 

rela tion between the w2 and pres-

sure in the case of u=188.5 mJsec 
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15) This relation holds b(Caus9 of the s廿aightradial blades. 
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.are shown in fig. 15. We are able to judge the working condition of the impeller 

，channel to be bett町 asthe pressure is higher for the same value of w2• It is plain 

-from the figure that the case of z=8 is most favourable， while the working condition 

.of the impeller channel becoming less effective in the case of z=16， 20 and 32. 

IV. Considerations on the slip coe血cientof impeller. 

As sta ted already in the introduction， the slip coe出cientas functions of the 

-number of impeller blades was studied by B. Eck， Stodola and Ptleiderer. Partlcularly， 

.B. Eck gave in his text book16) the method of obtaining the slip coefficient graphically 

from the pressure differences between the positive p阿部ureside and' negative pres-

.sure "side of the b1ad部 usingthe calcrilated Values of the relative velocities in the impeller 

-channel. The evalua ted values of the slip coefficient for the case of backward curved 

blade itnpeller， radial exit blade impeller and forward curved blade impeller are 

shown~in the same literature. 1t is considered worthwhile， therefore， to check whether 

.the calculated values of the slip coe白cientK by this B. Eck's graphical method to 

.<!oincide or not the experimentally obtained values of K in the present case. Un-

fortunately， the values of K obtained by B. Ecks method deviate from the values 

.of K obtained experimentally 80 far as the straight radial blades impeller is concerned. 

We are able to find， however， that the calculated results to coincide fairly well with 

-the experimental one with the aids of proper a'3sumptions obtained from the photo-

graphic studyl7) of the ftow patterns of the air tlow within the impeller channel by 

"“Schlieren" method. 

The graphical method of calculation of K is， however， tediou'3 and is considered 

'unsuitable for practical use. The author， therefore， intro【iucedthe formula of the 

slip coefficient K of impeller as functions of number of blades z from the con唾dera-

tions of the relative velocity distributions within the impeller channel. The values 

ぜobtainedby this formula does not perfectly coincide with the experimental one， but 

it gives the closer value than that of formulas of B. Eck and Stοdola 80 far as the 

straight radial blades are concerned. The formulas given by Eck and Stodola coincide 

-.closely with the experimental values obtained by Kearton18
) on backward curved 

blades impeller， but they deviate not only numericaUy but also qualitatively with the 

'experimental one of the straight radial blades impeller， to白ndthem not applicable 

.in the la tter case3. 

4.1 Considerations on the graphical calculus of the Elip coefficient. 

As impellers used in these experiments are of types shown in fig. 1， it is able to 

，calculate the distributions of relative velocities Wr in the impeller channel from the 

observed values of pressure and temperature distributions by means of calculation 

16) B. Eck， Vent白iIatorenく1937)29-30. 

17) 1. Watanabe， G. Onoue， Rep. of the Inst. of Aero. 286 (March 1944)・

.18) Same as quoted in め.
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method already published19). In this case， we must use the following values， namely 
0.069+0.033 

α=12-4=80 ， η=0.120m， η~OV~~ 2 ~OV~~ 0.051 m， b2=0.016 m，ω=1571jsec (n= 

15000r.p.mふ Theresults thus obtained are shown in fig. 16 and fig. 17 for the ca舵

vs・0.22"弘"t)-o.l'"弘 ~=O.10鴨免aι ~o:o.OEi明弘 Vs=o.02胃滋aι

。

匂li.

Fig. 16. Relative velocity distributions [z=32， n=15000r.p.m.] 

ま

。

Fig. 17. R:::1ative vel∞ity dis廿ibutions[z=4， n=15000r.p.m.] 

。fz=32 and z=4 respectively. TI1ese are the cases of impeller revolutions per 

minute η=15000 r.p.m.， peripheral velocity of impeller at the tip u=188.5 mjsec， and the 

velocity distributions are shown for the case of 九=0.22，0.16， 0.10， 0.06 and 0.02 mγsec. 

Further， in a specified impeller channel shown， the left hand side is the positive 

pre部 ureside of the blade， while right hand side indicates the negative pressure side 

of the blade. Wr1， W r2 • W門 and'U{r4. in the figures are， of course， the calculated 

values of relative velocities at points where pre部 ureand temperature distributions 

19) loc. cit. in 18). The impzUers in this caS9 correspond to the type II iIi this litEtrature. 

く15) 
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are measured. 1t seems from the figures that the enumerated relativ包 velocitiesare 

influenced too severely by the impeller revolutions. In other words， even as for the' 

case of maximum voluIne flow， the vahles of W門 andWr4 at the pressure side of 

blade are still negative. This seems to suggest that the expression used in the 

calculus involves the terms which a宵'ectedby impeller revolutions too intensively r 

Further. as is clear in fig. 17， i.e. when z=4， the values of the relative velocities w，. 

exceeds that of sound， which is considered to be unreasonable. These facts indicate， 

therefore， that the application of the expression for the calculus of the relative 

velocities to such a high speed impeller as this case is somewhat unnatural. 

Hence， the author intended to modify the hitherto used expression ωbe applicable 

初 sucha high speed impeller as this case. In the introduction of the expression for 

the caluculus of茸elative velocities， it has be assumed that the air flows fully in the 

impeller channel in radial direction， i.e. the slip coe缶cientK in the following 

expre間tion

1 1"  '" ， ÎP~ K一一(σ山一σlU1)一一(切 }!-wl)+':.; vdp …(1) z-2g21  jPE 

is taken as K=1. But， as is plain from the photographic flow patterns20) of the 

. relative flow in the impeller channel of fig. 18， air flows mainly in the region near 

the negative pressure side of blade， while that near the positive pressure side no flow 

patterns are observed. From this fact， it is unreasonable to assume K=l in the 

expression (1). Leaving K in expression (1) and assuming (1) to hold on every point 

in impeller channel， we have as previously 

j P11  
Pψdp=互亙(u2-ul)+豆瓦(切~12-Wr

2
) + 2~ (W

2一切l)(K-1)
1 

lf the cOIl1pression be adiaba tic， using the relation of 

f: vdp=証工r(pv-p山)
P1 

we have 

か 1
E壬r(PV-Pl町)=豆ii{(d-U12)一(叫2-Wr12)一(が-w12)(1-K)}

In the case of straight radial blades impeller， there holds the relation w2=w，.2十以.

Therefore， 
k ， 1 

E士王(<PV-Pl町)=豆五{K(U2-U12)一(2-K)(切 r
2
-Wr1

2
)}. …(2) 

On differentiating partially the above equation by t3， we obtain the following 

equation21). 

33=一品(2ー K)wr詳 …(3) 

20) Flow pattE-rns in othH ca紅白sare shown in raHe，nce 1め.
θP P ... OW伊

21) The e'quation hitherto used is the form of -a~一=- R宝gWr-an"' ， w.hich of COurS8 CO-

incide，s withく3)when K=l. 
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Fig. 18 (a). z=4， n=7000r.p.m. 
併=10%，G=0.0010 kgfsec. 

Fig. 18 (b). • z==8， n=7000r.p.m. 
併=100劣，G = 0.00625 kg'/sec. 

61 

On the other hand， the equation establish~d by the assumption that the air fiows 

radially， i.e. the ma路 accelerationforces and the pre路 uresworking on the small 

element in the impeller channel be in equilibrium， is団 meas previous method~2)， the 

result of which is as follows. 

θp(;， do¥ 0__... p --80 ~ 1十三子)=-2ωωrR1ず(l+db) ・ (4) 

From (3) and (4)， we have 

db • 
1+一一 ' 

OWr ..L I 2 "" 1 ^ 
一一一 -ofJ 1+d9 ...… 2-K~V 

Solving equation (5)， using the relation 

22) The deduction of. this fquation is. publishEd in 18). 

く17)
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1+会 1+気勾ana

日~-l吋笠蜘α

where η: radius of impeUer exit，九:radius of im開Uerinlet， b2: width of blade a t 

impeller exit，ω: angular velocity of 1mpeller， we obtain the fOllowing solution. 

Wr= 2roT・ 8_1一+c
r -~ . r.)-仇 2-K

l+ニ瓦旦蜘α
…(6) 

1+2r旦蜘α

To make the value of K not equal to unity means，鰯 alreadymentioned， tha t the 

ザ 戸F 一ー可』

fl.ow witbin the irnpeller channel to be 

partial flow. As 1S shown in fig. 19 (a)， if 

we represent the angle at which the rela-

tive velocity Wr reaches the value of zero 

by 80， we are able to consider that in the 

domain cover:ng the angle 8. there takes 

place no flow or rever回日.oW of air， as is 

clear from白g.18， in other words， this 

domain to be the so-called dead water 

region. We， therefore， ass¥脱却e，that this 

Fig. 19 (称、 Fig. 19 (b)・ region wr=O. In these undぽ悦andings，we 

put Wr =0 when 0=九inequalion (6)， to find 

:and equation (6) becomes 

c=- 2ωγθ1  - ー一一 仇ー伊... u02_K 
1ートー去τ一旦抱nα

白 リ2

1+ r2~rOtanα 

切γ= 乃。 豆長伊-(0) 

1+一一_:__Utanα 2b.) 

1+2f旦tanα

一(7)

'The volume flow of air泊 aalculated，therefore， as the int~gral of Wr between the 

angles of 8 and 80， thus 

V fOω γ 1  
詰r=¥n.WrdO= 伊ー 伊 2:_ K (0 -(0)2 ..' (8) 

lJl J90 1+主主一一~tanα
2h 

1+生生tana

:Hence， we. can obta!nθ。whichis unknown from the equation (8) if we acquainted 

with V， and using this value of 00 .we' can o-htain w，. by equation (7). 

C 18) 
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lf we represent the relative veloeityω(，. at the blade surface of negative pr回sure

side by Wrth we can easily see that the pressure difference between the both sides of 

blade L1h=wrs2/2g on aecount of the fact that the relative velocity at the blade 

surface of positive pressure sideω!rfl is' zero. Therefore， the force which acts on unit 

length of blade surface， the breadth of wrueh being b， is found to be 

P=L1h.b.y …(9) 

where y denotes the densi句 ofair a t the region eonsidered. 

The turning moment at the r~dius '1・ forthe total blades， is， 

Mz=zP.γ=z・L1h.b.y・γ ・・・(10)

In和gratinglIfl in equation (10) fromηto r!! along~the path 8 in fig. 19 (b)， we 

have 

M=yzT24hb7・d8 (11) 
J r1 

Denoting the tbeoretical work done of adiabatie eompression by 11， volume flσW of 

air at suetion pipe by V.， and air densi句 atsuction pipe by ys， we have at once 

M=Jzy av-E (12) 

lIenee， if we know M from equation (11)， we are able to find H by means of 

-equation (12)， and further， we回 nobtain the slip eoefficient of impeller K by the 

fol1owing rela tion : 

。.2

K7=H …(13) 

We thus able 1;0 obtain the value of K graphically by the foregoing course. But. 

we know that equations ('1) and (8) already involve K which is not yet known. 

-Therefore， we must proceed by cut and try method， that is， a部 igningK some 

\~àlue and putting this value into the equations (9) and (10) and further integrating 

gtaphically along the path 8 in fig. 19 (b) we obtain M， thus finding K by equations 

(12) and (13) successively.. The value of K thus obtained is not always coincide the 

.assumed value of K in equations (7) and (8). And 80， we must repeat the proce回

-several times until th~ 創刊med value of K coincide that of obtained by (13). 1n 

these ealeulations， we ta1re 4h=O at the blade inlet of radius 九 becauseas is clear 

from fig. 19 (b) the relative velocities on both sides of blade at this point must be 

.equal. 

The values of lCthus obt4ij蜘~ ~coineide the experimental results fairly well at the 

region of z whieh exeeeds ~， while in the region zく8it deviates. Now， observing 

.agai~ tbe photog;raphie fiow patterns in fig. ~8， we find that there appears some 

small flow at tte. positive. p阿部ureside of blade when zく82め. Let us put the relative 

velocity Qf thi~ .small jjo~ to_ be w.刊=~ωrlJ， wh~re W，.o， is the. relative velocit_y at ti:te 

23) To know more. _precisely， the reade-rs should reff，r to the literature 17). 

(19) 
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negative pressure side of blade. Taking account of this reIative veIocities of smaIl 

flow， the pressure at the positive pressure surface of bIade must decrease. Henω 

we have 

L1h=よ (Wr9
2
- Wro

2)ー竺ゆと(1ーが)2g ， ~rl1 "":TII ，-2g -・・(14)

instead of L1h=wrl j2g. 

We have no means of evaluating the magnitudes of the reIative veIocity叫 oof 

this small自ow，but we are aquainted from photographic observations that the smaII 

flow increases as the number of blades z decreases.・Theauthor， therefore， 'proceed 
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to select the value x such that the 

results obtained coincide with ex-

perimen tal one. The resuIts of 

cal~ulation， using the values of x= 

0.27 for z=2， x=0.16 for忽=4，x=O 

for z.>8 are shoWn in俺.20， to 

白ndthe enumerated values coincide 

with experimental one. Thus the 

graphical c伺alcu叫lla批tionmethod of the 
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:F'ig. 20、，Comparisonof experimental rEsults、、 impellerof straight radial blades. 
with graphical calculation for slip coefficient 
of impell~r [u= 15000 r.p.m.， n=i88.5 mjsec]. But， addition of the two assumptions 

based on the observation of the photographic study of the.'refutive flow， i.e. the 

a回umptionof tartial flow and' genera tion“of srr.aU flow at the bIade surfaee of 

positive' pre部 ureside brings the graphiCal ~;enumeration method to be applicable in 
出ehigh speed impeller. B. Eck penonned the evaluation of the slip -coefficient '1( 

for the 'case of backward curved -blades impeller;' r~diål exit bfudes impeller 'and 

forward curved blades impeller 'taking with an e:x;ample， and gave' the values oI K 

tb be 0.862， 0.866 and 0.778 respectively wnen:the blade width conve士gestowards 

the tip. . But he did not ωmpare his results witb expenments. Therefore， .，. i t seems 

doubtful whether the results‘thus obtained ∞incide柑抗hexperimental' r倒 lltsas to 

the number of' blades. 、..喝

With the values of K obtained for various number of hlades， it is ableωcaleulate 

the reIatiVe velocity distribution within the impeller blades using agltih the equations 

(7) and (8)~' These results for z=32， 20， 16，， 8，' 4 aIid 2 are plotted in 'fig~ 21--fig. 26. 

In theSe cas回， the values of Wr does not exceed the' velocity of' sound even when 

the number of blades be small， that is， when z=4 and 2; and from this we can 

recommend equations (7) and (8) to be applicable for high speed impeHer Qf straigbt 

radial blades.ー
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Fig. 21. Relative velocity distributions [z=32， n=15000r.p.m.]. 
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Relative velocity distributions [z=16， n=15000r.p.m.]. 
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Plotting the delivery pressure 'Pd against the suction volume自owVs :for the cases 

I()f various number of blades and extending the curves towards tte region of large 

values of Vムweare able 初当99??出evalues of volume日owV8 Pfl-O' that is the 

¥Vo1ume flow wben Pd=760 m~IHg"''' o~ p民間urerise L1Pd=O. Tnese values for the 

(21) 
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Fig. 24. Relative velocity distributions [z=8， n=15000r.p.m.]. 
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Fig.26. ReIative velocity distributions [z=2， n=15000r.p.m.]. 

impeller rotations n=15000 r.p.m. are tabulated in table L 

No. of blades 

Table 1. 

2 4 8 16 20 32 
一一一一目十一一

V8'Pct=1t m'ljsec I 0.2875 I 0.3165 I 0.343 I 0・347I 0.346 I 0.344 

(22) 
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6'i 

As is seen from the above table} it is clear that the values of V8， pa=O takes. 

'near】ythe same value except whell Z is 2 and 4. Taking， therefore， Vムpa=o=0.345

m3jsee as standard value， and dividing V8=仏22，0.16， 0.10， 0.06 and 0.02 m3/se(! 

'which are the parameters for the calculus of relative velocity distribution by this. 

value， and expressing this ratio by λ=V8/れ，pa=O，we obtain λ=0.638， 0.464， 0.290 

'0.174 and仏058respectively. With these values as parameters， and using the 

resul句 offig. 21""白g.26， we can calculate the ratio of the region where the relative: 

velocities are positive to the whole region of the impeller channel， that is the ratfo. 

of a'/，α=(θー θ。)/8. These values 

are plotted against the number 

of blades z as shown in fig. 27. 

The values of α'/α=(0-80)/。
obtained from the photographic 
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study of the relative fiow in im- O.s 

peller channel when η=9100 r.p.m. 0.7 

are shown with small circles in 
0.6 

the same diagram， the Gpd=o i.e. 

the mass fiow of air when L1pa=O 0，5 

in this case being 0.0114 kg/sec. ，. u.4 

The figures shown besides this 

small circle indicate the values of 0.3 

λ. The estimated values of λ0.2. 

from the photographic study are 
Q.' 

by no mea~ so accurate， bebause 

the fiow patterns itself are some- 0 O 

what different in every channel 

of the impeller. Nevertheless， the 

results ob句，加edgive coincidence 

九
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Fig. 27. Relations betwE，e，nα'j，α=(O-O(})jO 

and number of blade.s [η=15000r.p.m.]. 

to some extent with the results obtained numerically from the enumeration of rela-

tive velocity distribution， to find the method of calculation of relative velocity 

distribution abovementioned to be reliable to some degree. 

We are acquainted now that the graphical method of calculation for the slip 

coefficient are applicable provided the proper a部 umptionsbased on the photographic 

study were introduced， but the evaluation are too tedious to be applied practieally. 

Henee the author intended to establisb a formula. for the relation of the slip coe伍『

cient and the number of blades for the straight radial blades irnpeller， of which we 
shall treat later. 

4. 2 Forrnula for the slip coeffic:ent of the-straight radial blades impeller. 

The velocity diagram at the impeller exit of a straight radial blades impeller when 

the number of blad伺 areinfinite is shown in full lines in fig. 28 (a)， where the 
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peripheral component of the absolute velocity W2 is denoted by C2旬 whichis equal to 

U2・Whenpartial :flow here considered ∞:curs， the velative velocities in the impeller 

channel Wr2' become larger than Wr2• ωthat the exit velocity diagram in this c制 e

become that shown by ditted lines in fig. 28 (a) taking 

into consideration of the slip phenomena， and the peri-

pheral velocity component of absolute velocity wi be-
come C2'/' to find the slip by an amount of L1c帽・ The 

slip coefficient K in this case is given， therefore， 
.，.._ C2'.' c竺，， -LJC丘=一一= ー‘ ...(15) 

C'1.切 C2担

so that we are to calculate L1九・ To att.ain this end， 

the author followed the stodola's idea. When the 

partial :flow is not taken into consideration， the mean 

relative velocity w?"，! at the impeller exit is [fig. 28 (b)] 

equal to the relative velocity when the number of 

blades are in白nitebecause of the linear distribution 

of the relative velocity. To find the deviation of the 

relative velocities when th number of blades are finite， 

it can be considered that the relative velocity distribu-

tion when the number of blades are finite is equivalent 

to the rotation of the relative velocity distribution 

diagrams when the number of blades are infinite. 

To find the mean rotation， therefore，. it is convenient 

that the square， length of the siaes of which being α 

[日g.28 (a)] suffers the deformation such that the 

sides AB and CD rotates with an angular velocity 

ω'=L1叩/αbecauseof the enlargement of the relative 

velocity to wr2， 9， while the sides AD and BC receives 

no rotation. Hence， the average rotation in this ease 

is shown in the diagram as the rotation angle of the 

Fig. 28 (c)・ diagonalof the square. This is Stodola's idea， and 

B. Eck had established the formula later shown following this idea. This mean 

rotation ωツ'2causes the peripheral velQcity component (α/2)(ω'/2)=L1ω'/4 in the middle 

of the impeller channel， which reacts in opposite djrection to C2u 80 that the relation 

dω~L1ω/4. i8 obtained. finally. 

If we apply this idea to the case of partial :flow [tig. 28. (c)]， we obtain 

Fig. 28 (a). 

2
，
 

w
 

b 

Fig. 28 (b). 

tA 

Putting 

ω，L1ω 一切ら2dl
一 一
θー θ。-()-(Jo 

1+竺竺三竺旦tanα
2b2 k 

1+竺ι笠岡nα
υ2 
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to the Problem Cot1e世 ningthe Number of Impelle.r Blades 

and substituting in equation (7)， we get the relation 

. 2u官仇 1 
wqF，e=-EL互二玄(8-(}o) 

一， 2ωγ2 1 or W'=一一一一一一一ー一一一一一一一- k 2-K 

and finally we obtain the expre回 ionfor L1c帽 as

L1C.， = () -_ () 0ωF
ー

θー θ。
ωFー

ωr2 (}-(}o じ 一一一…一一
ν叫ー 2 2 - 4 山 一 2k 2-K 

Hence， 

v___;.C-!!t/ーの旬-L1cu 噌 1 θ-00 

.L:L'ー瓦J- cm -4-EE玄-K

By the expression obtained from equation (8) 

JJ=苧 Jz(O-。。)2

-・・(16)

we know that 

/ V2(2-K)k (}-(}Il=冒/ 了一-，，-一
v r Z02γ2届 ω

Substituting (17) in (16) we find finally 

K=1-1J十一 V2二一一一
2 r (2 -K)zb2T:lkω 

-・・(17)

-・・(18)

This equation is the third order as to the slip coefficient K， and although this is 

able to be solved， it is t∞tedious to practical use as a formula. Also， it can be 

reduced in句 quadraticform， by expandIng 1/(2 -K) in the second term of the right 

hand side into series， and neglecting the terms of the third order of 1(， but， this 

also gives too complex expression. Hence， putting approximately K=l in 1/{2 -K) 

within the. square root， as the effect is considered less by the . square root， and we 

obtain 
一
世
一

ω

一

J
M

/
j
V
F
 

1
ムヮ“一一K

 

-・・(19)

where 

1+竺写生tanα
k= 印。

1+竺手生協nα
V2 

the αin the above expression being the apex angle of the sides of blade. 

Stodola gives as the slip coe出c~ent of impeller as follows. 

K=l~ uFmA 、

ペU2一元瓦函瓦j

where β2: exit angle of the blade. 

-・・(20)

24) V与isthe v(jlume flow at the impelIe，r exit， and when V2 is unknown we ean use the 

value of V8 instぞadof V2 with neg1igIble e町 or.
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B. Eck gives， in his text book， the following formula， thus 

~r 1 
K一…(21)
ι 一 inβ2だ dlb21+一一一一一一一8Sz 

where S is the side surface area of the blade， and when the shape of the blade is 

of trapezoid whose inner breadth~ is b1 (at radius r1) and outer breadth is 1:2 (at 

radius η) it is expressed制

/ 伊ー -r1 2b:+b.， ¥λムλ
=\九ーユ玄よ b1十 b:~ )_2_豆よ(γE一η)

Ptleiderer's formula is of the form: 

一一一 一一一寸← T 

. -~ 
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Fig. 29. Comparisつnof new formula with 
experimE:ntal results. 
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K= ___1 。

1+÷3-
but in. th~s case lJf is the experi-

men.tal value， aud as the values of 

lJF for the radial exit impeller are 

not shown， this formula is not used 

-・・(22)

in the present. case. 

The comparisons of the experi-

mental data when n=15000 r.p.m. 

and Vs=O.15 m':ljsec to the results of 

evaluations by the nE;W formula 

of (19)， Stodola's formula (20) and 

Eck's formula of (21) are shown in 

fig. 29. As previously stated， the 

relation between the slip coefficient 

of impeller and the number of 

bladεs for the high speed straight 

radial blades impeller i8 quite dif-

一_._NeF::rmula 
I 1 (Ex伊iment

[ア路
←→肱=0.33志

15 20 

Fig.30. 
Compari田 nof new formula with another experimental rEsul旬.
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On the Type of ImpellE'r of a Centl."ifugli1 Blowf，r， with Special References 7.1 
to the Problem Concerning the Numbe:.r of Impelkr Blad舵

ferent that for the backward curved bladeS' itilpeller， and' as is clear in fig. 29~' 

Stodola's formula or Eck's formulashows coincidence riu longer， while" the new formula: 
(19) coincides approximately with experimental results. The comparison of the results 

of another b10wer of straight radial blades， the number of which being 4， 8 and 16， 

with the caluclated value by (19) is shown in fig. 30， which shsws less deviations 

than in fig. 29. Therefore， the new formula is applicable for the straigh土rBdial

blades impeller to some extent. 

V. Conclusioni. 

The conclusions obta:ned by these experiments and considerations can be abstracted 

as follows. 

(1) Tne performance characteristics of a entrifugal blower show optimum at 

certain number of blades. When the number blades is le部 thanthis optimum 

value， the performaヱesbecome' inferior on account of partial flow within the 

impeller channel， wrile when the number of blades exceeds the optimum value， the 

performances also show lower value on account of the increase of flow resistances 

in impeller channel. Although the optimum number of blades of the centrifugal 

blower with straight radial blades is found to be z=10，._，12 in this case， this figure 

is not applicable in general， even if the shape of bladc:s be tbe same. The optimum 

number bf blades seems to be affected intensively by the diametεr ratio of the 

impeller， and the larger the diameter ratio， i.e. the longer tbe blades， the Iess the 

optimum number of blades， from the experiments by the author himself and from 

the references already cited to. But it is unable ωformula te this effect completely 

on account of shortness of experimental data. 

(2) The ration of the ship coefficient of impeller to the number of blades for the 

straight radial blades impeller is quite different to the generally used impeller of 

backward curved blades type. The results of graphical calculation coincide with 

experimen tal resul旬， by means of the correction of the hitherto used Eck's method 

by the assumptions obtained from the photographic study of the flow patterns within 

the impeller channel. Stodola治 formulaor Eck's formula is no longer applicable to 

the cases of high speed straight radial' blades imdeller as treated in this paper， while 

the now formula obtained shows some coincidence with e-xperimental results. 

On Two Kinds of Fluid-Flow through Bent-Pipes. 

Recieved Jan. 15， 1949. Fumiki Kito* 

Two kinds of Vortex motions ∞curring in bent-pipe has be.en studiEd theoretical1y. The 
first is the secondary vortex flow producfd in a bent pipe of elliptical位。回，-section;the 
now bE，目ingsupposed to be in the state of so-called laminar flow. The second case concerns. 

牢 Dr.of Eng. Prof. of Keiogijuku University. 
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